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NOTE 

Documents  ID/ß/64/Add.1-15 contain a detailed description of the fifteen 

groups of activities of UNIDO for the years I969 to 1971.     A list of these 

fifteen groups appears  in the preface to document ID/B/64. 

The material  in each addendum is organized as follows: 

Introduction 

A. Operational Activities 

B. Supporting Activities 

Section A on Operational Activities lists the field projects by 

technical assistance programmes (UNDP/SP,  UNDP/TA, RP and SIS).    Under each 

programme appears a detailed description of the projects approved as of 

}C September I969 and a forecast of new projects.    The list of approved 

projects is followed by a summary of expenditures.    Projects that have been 

completed in I969  (barring possible extension) are indicated by an asterisk. 

Section B on Supporting Activities  is divided into "projects" corres- 

ponding to major areas cf work,  each project being subdivided into 

"components".     Under each component,  details of expenditure are given for the 

following items:     staff man/months,  meetings and consultants.     The priorities 

A and B,  under which components are  listed,  apply to the programmed activities 

in I97O and 1971,  priority B indicating that implementation  is subject to 

availability of funds.    Unless otherwise indicated, expenditures on supporting 

activities are  financed from the UNIDO Regular Budget.     Because of the nature 

of the item,   expenditures on publications are listed separately in this 

section.    Finally,  the section contains summary tables of expenditures on 

supporting activities by sources of funds for 1969f  1970 and 1971. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The activities of Group 13 relate to  three areas:    industrial  policies; 

industrial financing;  and industrial  investment promotion. 

2. During 1969,   requests  for technical  assistance  in the area of  industrial 

policies indicated that developing countries were becoming concerned about 

policies for achieving the objectives  of their industrialization programmes.   The 

number of experts advising on industrial  policies increased from six in I968 to 

twelve in I969. 

3. Assistance provided to developing countries covered practically all aspects 

of industrial policies.    For countries at an early stage of industrialization, 

assistance wto provided in the formulation and implementation of sets of policies 

to encourage the  establishment,  development  and expansion of industries, while 

for countries that had already formulated a set of policies and measures, assis- 

tance focused on evaluation of existing policies.    Por countries which required 

advice on designing specific policy measxires,   advice was given on foreign invest- 

ment policy measures,   licensing of new investments»   incentives,   policy measures 

for specific branches of industry,  administrative machinery to implement policies 

and  policy measures,  and on policies for regional co-operation in industry. 

4. Developing countries are also devoting attention to the mobilization of 

financial resources for their industrialization programmes.    The number of 

experts in industrial financing increased from five in I968 to nine in I969. 

UNTDO assistance in industrial financing covers mainly:    (a) review of the 

adequacy of existing policies for the mobilization of financial resources; 

(b) promotion of the establishment of financial institutions and organizations 

for stimulating a greater inflow of domestic and foreign capital;    (ç) assis- 

tance to industrial financing institutions in formulating and implementing 

their lending policy and loan appraisal techniques;    (d) advice on interna- 

tional financing;    (e) promotion of the establishment or strengthening of the 

financial infrastructure (e.g.  stock markets);    (f ) aid in utilizing effectively 

the financial resources available;      and (¿) advice to groups of countries on 

the financial aspects of industrial co-operation. 
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5. Prono tien of  specific  industrial  projects war, another major area of 

assistance  in  I969.     An  increasing number of countries  requested assistance   in 

investment  promotion,   and the number of experts  provided  in this area increased 

from  two  in 1968 to  fourteen  in 1969.     Assistance  took the  following forms: 

(a) strengthening of a national investment promotion institution; (b) establish- 

ing new institutions (in the form of a UNDP/SF project or of expert assistance); 

and  (çj  locating sources of finance  for  specific   industrial  projects. 

6. In addition to helping countries  establish and strengthen  their investment 

promotion machinery,   a programme  to  promote financing and investment  in specific 

industrial  projects,   which were  submitted by a wide range of countries,  has been 

carried out by headquarters staff.     This direct assistance was  implemented by 

preparing the way for continuous  promotion of a portfolio of projects and by 

denizing promotion meetings    .t national  and regional  levels.    A promotion 

meeting was held in Tunis  in May  1969,  and a regional meeting in Rabat in 

October I969,   in co-operation with EGA and the African Development Bank. 

7. As a result of these meetings and of headquarters'   work on promotion of 

specific projects sent  to UNIDO for inclusion in its portfolio,  a network of 

contacts has been established in the  industrialized countries  (in both market 

and centrally-planned economies).     Ry the  end of 1969,   about   300 projects had 

been  included   in the  portfolio. 

ft.       A  notable  feature  of the development  of these activities   in I969 was a 

greater involvement  of  staff members  in  the implementation of  technical assis- 

tance  assignments,   particularly when the  urgency,   short-term  nature,   or subject 

of  the  request made   it mor- appropriate  to use headquarters  staff. 

9.        In  I97O,   the number of experts advising on  industrial  policies  is expected 

to  increase  from 12  to 2lj.     In addition  to assistance provided by individual 

experts,  a new type  of assistance  has been developed  in  the   form of short- 

term visits  from an advisory group of experts to examine existing policies, 

discuss them with the authorities  and advise on the future orientation of such 

policies. 

10, Field activities in the area of industrial financing are-, also expected to 

expand in 1970; it it; anticipated that the number of experts will increase to 

seventeen. Field op^ationc pl-umed for I97O are aimed at assisting countries 

in   the development  of techniques  for raising domestic  resources for the financing 
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of  their industrialization programmes.     Other operations will   provide  advice 

at  project  level  on the  adequate use  of  financial  resources.     Experts will  also 

advise on special   financing problems  of  public manufacturing enterprises.     A 

number of requests  in the  form of UNDP/SF projects  for the  establishment  of new 

industrial  financing institutions are  anticipated. 

11. In the  field  of  investment  promotion,   interest has  been expressed  in the 

establishment  of  investment promotion  centres,  or -  in  some cases - of promo- 

tion units within development banks or similar institutions.     This assistance 

could take the form of UNDP/SF projects.     In addition,  an  increasing demand is 

expected for assistance  in locating potential foreign sources of financing and 

investment  in projects initiated by the UNIDO portfolio. 

12. In 1971,  the activities of Group 13 will have developed to a stage at 

which greater emphasis will be on direct assistance by headquarters staff,   for 

experience has proved the value of using UNIDO staff.     Some of the forms of 

assistance that have been developed require involvement of a staff member in 

implement at i on. 

13. By 1971,  research,   studies and ether headquarters'   supporting activities 

will have yielded enough knowledge and experience to form a basis for direct 

application in the field.    Moreover,   a wide range of contacts will have been 

developed to implement a more comprehensive promotion programme.    Direct assis- 

tance by staff members will take different  forms,   including participation in 

missions aii   d at  identification of the needs of requesting countries and at 

the drawing up of long range projects of technical assistance.    UNIDO staff will 

also undertake the preparatory work for promotion of projects  requiring 

external financing.     Examples of assistance performed at headquarters  include 

preparation of brief reports on projects submitted by developing countries, 

identification of potential investors and of sources of finance,  and suDmission 

of proposals emanating from advanced countries to potential  partners  in develop- 

ing countries.    The link between the  larger number of experts advising countries 

1 in the field and headquarters staff will be strengthened. 
Ì 
I      14.  It is olanned to bring a group of experts to Vienna in 1970 for a meeting 
J 
J and exchange of views on ways in which technical assistance could be  improved; 

this will be followed in 1971 by an expanded nrogramme of visits by staff mem- 

bers to developing countries where the experts are working. 
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llj.     In  1969,   a long-term programme was developed to examine  the effects  of 

industrial policies  on the processes  of industrialization.     Studies  of the 

experience  of developing countries with  incentive policies  for  industrial 

development  were- made  in I968  and a  training programme  on this  subject was 

organised  in 1969.    A similar  t, lining programme was  organized  in 1969 on 

policy  and  financial aspects   of the  operation of manufacturing enterprises  in 

the public sector. 

16. In 1969, work was begun on examining the relationship between the objectives 

of the  industrialization programme and the plans and policies needed to achieve 

these  objectives;    this was done in preparation for two regional training pro- 

grammes,   to be organized in 1970.    Work was also started in 1969 on the experience 

of groups  of developing countries  in developing regional  industrial co-operation; 

an expert group meeting on this subject will be held in 1970. 

17. In the field of domestic   financing,  activities in 1969  concentrated on pre- 

paration of prototype  industrial  financing institutions,   in anticipation of 

requests  for assistance in this  field.    Following the first  1968 workshop,   in 

the Regional Co-operation for Development  (ROD)  countries,   on techniques of 

financial planning and analysis at  the project level,   two further workshops 

were held  in I969 for participants  from countries in East and West Africa. 

18. In  the  field of external   financing,   activities were  concentrated on  promotion 

of project  financing.     A directory  of external  sources  of financing available for 

industrial  projects  in developing countries is scheduled  for  publication  in 1970. 

19. Preparatory work was started  in  1969 on prototype basic  texts for the  estab- 

lishment  or strengthening of national  investment  promotion institutions. 

Following the training programmes on investment promotion techniques,  organized 

for English-speaking participants  in 1968,  two further training programmes were 

held  in I969 for groups of French and Spanish-speaking participants. 

20. In I97I,  the primary task of headquarters staff in the area of studies and 

research will be to supervise  research carried out by consultants and co-ordinate 

this with information gathered from the field trips and from reports of UNIDO 

experts   in the field.    Training programmes will be continued.     The programe of 

meetings and seminars will be  somewhat reduced. 
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A.     OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

UNDP/SPECIAL FUND - approved projects 

Project 
number 

IVC-13 

RBO-43 

AFRICA 

Ivory Coast 

Centre for industrial studies and promotion 

Purpose:    To establish an organization to undertake industrial 
feasibility and market studies leading to investment.      The plan 
of operation has been drafted and is under review. 

Approved:  June 1968 
Duration:  3 years 

UNDP:    $479t100 

Gov»t:  $318,000 

Regional 

African Development Bank: pre-investment unit 

Purpose:    To provide an industrial development adviser. 
ILO is the executing agency. 

Approved:  January 1967 
Duration:  5 years 

UNDP:    $2,993,000 
Gov't:  $1,908,000 

Table 1 

Estimated expenditures for approved UNDP/SP projects. 1969-1971 

(in US dollars) 

1969 

E«D*fU    Ftllo«      Oth» A1 

IVC-13 

* 6-43 

Io tal 

1970 

127,050      1,000 

23,100 

Al 

1971 

Msâ1    l**rì*   F*11<M*  -Msé! 
10,500        167.W0      18,000        9,000 

23,100 

150,150      1,000        10.500        190,500      18,000        9,000 

a/     Including equipment and subcontracting. 
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UNDP/SPECIAL FUMD - proj ects mihmitted to IHTOP for approval 

Pro.ject 
number 

HEG-182 

AFRICA 

Regior.il 

Iz!±1^^  ^vftl0pment Bank - ^mistrial investment study unit 

Purpose: To assist in the establishment of a unit to study 
Industries within the East African Community with which the 
Bank's investment programme is particularly concerned.  Initial 
assistance is being provided under the UNDP revolving fund. 

Duration: 3 years       Est. UNDP:  $200,000 

ASIA AND THE 
FAR EAST 

Philippines 

Assistance to the Board of Investments 

Purpose: To assist in strengthening the planning res •"Jh«J4 

formation department and the project ^^"Y^Zulf 
Sì Board of Investments by the provision of expert and consult- 

ing services. 

Duration: 4 years 
Est. UNDP:  $540,000 
Est. Gov't: $574,000 
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UNDP/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE - approved projects 

Project 
number 

AFRICA 

Ghana 

12á2     ¡222    Ì22I 
(in US dollars) 

GHA-69-7 AsBiBtance to Central Investment Board 
investment pronotion (OPAS) (project 
started under SIS 69/544) 

expert 1/6   m/m 9,600 

Madagascar 

MAG-68-8       Induatrial investment promotion - 
assistance to the BDPI and SNI 

expert l/32 •/• 15»400   24,000   24,000 

Niger 

NER-68-22     Industrial promotion - advioe on 
industrial proK ts (OPAS) 

expert l/i7 •/• 21,000     8,750 

sRfsss 

ZAM-68-I5     Assistance to Industrial Development 
^oration of ZaUi» Limited   ^ 

Expert I/24 •/» 23,100   24,000 

R 

l/# 

AFR-69-I       West African regional workshop-'    - 
financial analysis and planning industrial 
projects 

experts 3/3   m/m 5,500 
fellows 35/35 m/œ ^»500 
miscellaneous "if250 

1/ This project is also reported under Supporting Activities (13.06.01). 
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UNDP/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE - approved projects  (cont'd) 

Project 
number 

THE AMERICAS 

Honduras 

I2Ê2     1222     Ì221 
(in US dollars) 

HON-68-I5      Industrial promotion - assistance to 
National  Bank for Development 

export 1/6    •/• 9,625      2,000 

ASIA AND THE 
PAR EAST 

Indonesia 

INS-69-28      Loan appraisal 

expert I/15 m/n 24,000     6,000 

Pakistan 

PAK-68-10      Industrial financing - appraisal of loans 
•, for chemical and allied industries, 

Industrial Development  Bank of Pakistan 

expert l/l2 •/• l^^° 4,000 

ISR-69-4 

EUROPE AND THE 
MIDDLE EAST 

Industrial economics« 
and marketing 

fellow 

Israel 

- business finance 

1/3    »/• 2,200 

INT-68-4 

INTERREGIONAL 

Seminar on industrial policies for 
industrial davelopment £/» 

experts 
fellows 
miscellaneous 

4/4    «/« 
20/15 »/» 

8,000 
22,000 
1,000 

2/ This project is  also reported under Supporting Actirities (l3.02.0l). 
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UNDP/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE - approved projects (cont'd) 

Project 
number 

INT-68-5 

INTERREGIONAL (cont'd) 

Seminar on financial aspects of public 
manufacturing enterpriees3/ 

experts 4/2   m/a 
fellows 20/10 •/• 
miscellaneous 

1969      1212      1211 
(in US dollars) 

4,000 
20,000 
1,000 

Table   2 

Estimated egxnditurea for approved UTOP/Tâ projooti. 1969»1971 

1969 

Experts 

Pell< 

Other 

»/• 

15/44 

76/63 

Total 

us$ 
84,875 

52J0O 

3,250 

140,825 

1970 

li»        us$ 
7/57     106,600 

106,600 

1971 

3/20 
USI 

38,750 

38,?50 

1/ This project is also reported under Supportinf Aotivities (I3.O5.O3) 
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UNDP/TBCHNICAL ASSISTANCE - forecast of new projects for 197I 

Experts  Fellows  Other 

m/m     m/m    US$ 

AFRICA 

Financial analysis 

Industrial investment promotion 

Industrial credit 

Industrial policies 

2/24 

I/12 

I/12 

4/48 

Assistance in setting up development cor- 
porations (co-director, industrial economics, 
project preparation, industrial finance and 
investment promotion) 6/36 

Advice in industrial banking operations 

Organization and operation of industrial 
development bank 

I/12 

2/24 

THE AMERICAS 

Industrial promotion 

Financial analysis of industrial projects 

Industrial policies 

Workshop on industrial policies 

2/12 

3/18 

2/24 

3/6 16/32 

ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

Establishment of an investment advisory 
centre 

Industrial policies adviser 

Investment promotion 

Assistance in setting up and running an 
in/cstment promotion machinery 

3/24 

3/30 

3/36 

2/12 
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UNDP/TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE - forecast of new proyecte for 1971 (cont»d) 

Experts 

m/m 

ASIA AHD THE FAB EAST (cont'd) 

Industrial financial analyst 3/36 

Adviser on industrial international finance     2/24 

Fellowe     Other 

USI m/ m 

EUROPE AM) THE MIDDLE EAST 

Investment promotion 

Industrial policies 

1A2 

2/24 

UNIDO REGULAR PROGRAMME - approved pro.ieots 

Project 
number 

RP-13-68 

AFRICA 

United Republic of Tanzania 

Industrial policies* - workshop on financial 
planning of industrial projects 

expert l/l   «/• 

1969 1970 

(in US dollars) 

2,339 

Regional 

RP-13-10       Industrial promotion - project evaluation 
and industrial financing 

regional adviser l/l 2 •/• 24,500 
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UNIDO REGULAR PROGRAMME - approved projects  (cont'd) 

1262      Ì222 
Pro.Jeot (in US dollars) 
number 

ASIA AND THE 
FAR EAST 

Ceylon 

RP_13_6 Investment promotion - training in 
industrial  investment  promotion 

fellows 2/12 m/m - 6,800 

RP-13-138      Industrial financing* - investment promotion 

fellow 1/5    m/m 3,000 

Fiji (Oceania) 

RP-13-54        Industrial investments* - industrial financing 

fellow 1/6    «/•" 3«4°° 

Malaysia 

RP-13-66        ^vestment promotion* - industrial  investment 
policies 

fellows 2/10 m/m 6,000 

EUROPE AND THE 
MIDDLE EAST 

Greece 

RP-13-U5     TnduBtrial policies» - industrial investment 
promotion 

fellow 1/6   W* 2»100 
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Project 
number 

INTERREGIONAL 

Be4/.- RP-13-149     Group training programme3' * - investment 
promotion for French—speaking coui.tries 
(preparatory work) 

experts 
fellows 

2/2   m/m 
IT/30 m/m 

RP-I3-155     Group training in investment promotion - 
Office de la Coopération au Développeraent 

fellows 3/3    m/m 

1262      1222 
(in US dollars) 

1,850 
37,520 

2,000 

Table 3 

Estimated expenditures for approved RP projects, 1969-1970 

1969 

58,209 

I97O 

m/m USI m/m USI 

Experts 1/3 4,189 1/12 24,500 

Fellows 25/6O 54,020 2/12 6,800 

Other - - - - 

31,300 

4/     This project is also reported under Supporting Activities (13.08.02). 
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irciftO REGULAR PBOHRAMME - fo•~«+- of ne» Projects for I97I 

Expertt 

m/in 

Fellows 

m/m 

AFRICA 

Investment promotion 

Regional adviser,  industrial promotion, 
project evaluation and industrial fxnancxng 

THE AMERICAS 

Industrial policies 

Investment promotion 

ASTA AHI) THE FAR EAST 

Industrial policies 

Induatr al financing 

Investm.nt promotion 

EUROPE AND .THE MIDDLE EAST 

Investment promotion 

4/24 

I/12 

3/18 

1/6 

1/3 

2/12 

1/6 

2/12 
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SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SERVICES - approved projects 

Project 
number 

67-165 
CMR-1 

AFRICA 

Cameroon 

Industrial finance adviser to the National 
Investment Corporation 

expert l/l2 m/m 

1969   1970 

(in US dollars) 

2,000  22,000 

Ghana 

69-544    Industrial promotion adviser - foreign 
GHA-7     investment 

expert l/6 m/m 12,000 

Kenya 

68-391 Preparation and promotion of specific indue- 
KEN-9 trial projects* 

experts 2/2    m/m 2,600 

Rwanda 

68-331 Industrial investment promotion* 
RWA~9 expert l/l   •/• 3,000 

67-134 
SIL-1 

68-378 
SIL-2 

Sierra Leone 

Particle board faotory project - industrial 
financing specialist 

expert 1/I.5 •/» 

Assistance in the establishment of the 
national development bank - industrial 
economist 

expert 1/3   m/m 

3,000 

3,000       3t200 
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SPEC TAL INDUSTRIAL SERVICES - approved projects 

Project 
number 

68-326 
SUD-15 

69-603 
TOG-3 

AFRICA (cont'd) 

Sudan 

Assistance to the Industrii Bank of Sudan 
- finance and research adviser 

2/12 m/m experts 

Togo 

Preparation of industrial project reporta 
for an investment promotion meeting - 
exploratory mission 

expert V<>.75 m/m 

1969   1222 
(in US dollars) 

10,000  12,000 

1,500 

Tunisia 

69-463    Orpanization nf "Journées Am  Promotion dea 
TUN-12    Investissements"* 

2/2 m/m experts 
8,000 

69-543 
PAR-5 

68-360 
LA-4 

69-477 
LA-5 

THE AMERICAS 

Paraguay 

Assistance in reviewing, industrial policies 

and programming 

expert l/6 m/m 

Regional 

Study on +h* i «duatrial development in the 
'member countries of the Caribbean Free Trad» 
ABnociation (CARIFTAj* - textiles,  food pro- 
cessing,  industrial estates 

experts 4/l6 m/m 

Rrploratory mission on industrial policies« 

expert V1    m/m 

12,000 

33,300 

2,500 
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SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SERVICES - approved projects (cont'd) 

Project 
number 

1969   1222 

(in Ut> dollars) 

ASIA AND TOE 
PAR EAST 

Iran 

68-356    Identification of sources of finance tor 
IRA-I4    specific industrial projects - phase II* 

expert 1/3 1»/« 

69-538    Advisory panel on industrial policies for 
IRA-24    the following branches of industry: textiles. 

electrical and electronics, automotive and 
pharmaceuticals 

experts 6/IO m/m 

7,436 

1,400  17f6O0 

EUROPI AND THE 
MIDDLE EAST 

Iraq 

69-518 Assistano» and advtoe to the Industrial Baafc 
IRQ-4 on industria prograwa*« 

expert 1/6   m/m 12,000 

Table   4 

1969 I97O 

a/m usi a/m USI 

Experts 17/33 74,736 14/49 93,800 

Fellows - - - - 

Other - - - - 

Total 74,736 93,800 
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B.  SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES 

21. The supporting activities for Group 13 are classified under the following 

projects: 

t 
I 

Industrial policies 

Policies to achieve the objectives and targets of 
the industrialization programme 

Designing industrial policy measures 

Machinery tc implement industrial policies 

Policies for regional co-operation in the field 
of industrial development and machinery needed 

to implement them 

Industrial financing 

National policies and institutions for financing 
industrial development 

Industrial financing at the project level 

External financing for industrial projects 

industrial investment promotion 

National investment promotion machinery 

Promotion of specific industrial projects 

Floating display for investment and export 

promotion 

13.01 

13.02 

13.03 

13.04 

13.05 

13.06 

13.07 

13.08 

13.09 

13.10 

22. As was mentioned in the prefatory remarks to the section on supporting 

activities in Part One (ID/B/64), the objective of the supporting activities 

is to establish a two-way flow of information and experience between the sup- 

porting activities at headquarters and the field. A great deal of material on 

which headquarters1 studies and meetings are based is derived from information 

received from the field.  In tum, the studies and meetings are intended to 

improve the substantive support given by headquarters to the field operations. 

In many cases these results are fed directly to the field in the form of reports, 

En ail cases, they constitute an accumulation of knowledge and experience on 

which both headquarters and field staff are able to draw in response to the 

needs arising in the technical assistance operations. 
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INDUSTRIAL POLICIES 

23. Request   for assistance on industrial policies fall  into four groups: 

(a) Identification  of objectives  of the  industrialization programme; 

(b) Formulation of policies and policy measures  to implement  these 
objectives¡ 

(c) Improvement of the machinery needed to formulate and implement 
industrial policies; 

(d) Promotion of regional co-operation and the machinery needed to 
implement  it. 

24. The activities planned for I97I will benefit  from the work carried out in 

previous years and will  be characterized by the following features: 

(a) In the field,   by increased use of headquarters staff to identify 
—      problems,   formulate a programme of assistance and participate in its 

implementation; 

(b) At headquarters,  by examination of the relationship between the 
"°      objectives of an industrialization programme and the plans and 

policies used to achieve them,  by the continuation of training 
programmes and by preparation of manuals on design and implementa- 
tion of policy measures. 

Policies to achieve the objectives and targets of the 
industrialization programme  (13.01) 

25. Experience has shown that,  in the formulation of industry programmes, 

some conflicts between objectives are  inevitable.     UNIDO can help resolve some 

of these conflicts by drawing on the accumulated experience of other countries. 

Case studies of the experience of selected countries are being made.     More- 

over,  two training programmes,  planned for 1970,  will develop additional 

experience. 

Case studies of the relationship between the objectives 
of the industrialization programme and the plans and policies 

used to achieve them (I3.OI.OI) 

26. Particular attention was paid by the Iriustrial Development Board at its 

second session to  this relationship  (A/?215,  para.   219).    The experience of a 

number of developing and  industrially advanced countries will be considered. 

The project will examine  the relationship between the  industrial policy 

measures and the chosen strategy and plans for industrialization,  and the side- 

effects of these measures  on the achievement of other objectives. 
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27. In 1969, an outline for ihr  commissioning of case studies on the experience 

of selected countries was prepared.  In 1970, a number of case studies will be 

completed.  Thes^ studies, together with other material collected and compiled 

by headquarters staff, will be used for the two training programmes to be held 

in I97O (see 13.01.02, below). In 1971, the studies will be continued and 

selected case studies will be submitted for publication. 

1969 

I97O 

1.97I 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

1 

3 
3 

Consultants 

2,500 

3,000 

Priority A 

Identification of objectives of the industrialization programme 
and formulation of industrial policies to achieve them (13.01.02) 

28. In 1969, studies of the experience of selected countries in Latin America 

and the Middle East were commissioned.    In 1970,  these studies will be continued 

to be used as reference material for the two training seminars in this sector, 

planned for the same year (ID/B/44,  T»»» 378).    The training seminar for 

Latin America will be organized in co-operation with ECLA and ILPES}    the 

seminar for countries  in the Middle East will be organized  .jointly with UNES0B. 

Th^ae training seminars will  provide an opportunity for officials of develop- 

ing countries to review the experience of other developing countries and to 

learn about recent developments in this sector.   Some of the participants will 

be counterparts of UNIDO experts working in the field. 

29. In I97I, a report of these training programmes is to be published, along 

with some of the case studies on incentive policies. 

Priority A 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Staff 
(injj/m) 

3 

9 
3 

Meet i etings 
£usJL 
5,ioo 

2,500 

Consultants 

24,000» 

a/      UNDP/TA funds. 
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Priority B 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Consultants 
(USt) 

2,500 

T^i fining industrial policy measures (13-02) 

30.    There  is a need for detailed advice on the design of different types of 

industrial policy measures and policy instruments for the development of indus- 

trial projects  in both the public and private sectors.    The project has three 

components:     (a)  training programmes;     (b)  a series of manuals on industrial 

policies dealing with the design of industrial policy measures;    and (0)  a 

directory of incentive measures. 

Training programmes on the design of^ 
industrial  policy measures  (13.02.01) 

31. In 1969,  participants from 25 developing countries attended an inter- 

regional training seminar on incentive policies for industrial development. 

Case Studies of the »penance of 21 developing countries were prepared. 

Issues faced in the design of incentive measure, and the machinery to imple- 

ment them were considered on the basis of papers prepared by the secretariat. 

32. In I97O,   the series of studies mentioned above will be continued to ewer 

more countries.    A report of the training seminar will be submitted for publi- 

cation in 1971  along with the case studies on the experience of a number of 

developing countries. 

33. In 197I,   it is planned to hold another interregional training seminar 

dealing with the formulation of policy on tariffs and other forms of protection 

and on the machinery of implementation.    The studies, launched in 1969 and 

continued in 1970, will be used for the training seminar. 

5/     This activity is also reported under Operational Activities (UNDP/TA 
approved project,  IST-68-4) P-  10- 
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Priority A 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

Meetings 
(us$) 

31,000^/ 

Consultants 
(US«) 

1969 4 - 

1970 

1971 

4 

9 25,OOCR 3,000 

a/      UNDP/TA funds. 

1969 

I97O 

I97I 

Consultants 
(USI) 

3,000 

Priority B 

Manuals on industrial policies (13.02.02) 

34.    Experience has shown the usefulness of manuals on the design of industrial 

policy measures.    The manuals will draw on the experience of UNIDO and research 

conducted by the United Nations  and other organizations.     (This is a continua- 

tion of the work mentioned  in ID/B/44,  para.  372,  374,   380.) 

33.    The manuals will outline the  criteria that need to  oe considered when 

droigniri;"; policy measures and describe the forms which mea3ores have taken in 

a  number of countries?. 

36. In I969,   material was collected and compiled and case studies were launched 

on  the oubject.     In 1970,   this work will be continued and new case studies will 

be commissioned  (ID/B/44,  para.   372).    An advisory consultant panel will be 

convened to review the material   of the manuals and to advise on future studies 

(ID/B/44, para.   374). 

37. In I97I,   a number of manuals will be submitted for publication.    Among 

the topics dealt with will be:      (a) government assistance at the pre-investment 

stage;    (b) tariff structure and other forms of protection;    and (ç) systems 

and criteria for licensing new  industrial investment.     Other manuals will also 

be prepared in this series dealing with:     (a) measures to raise the locally- 

produced content of selected manufactured goods¡     (b) measures governing the 
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term, and conditions for foreign financial investment;    and (c)  measures on 

the purchase  of foreign technical know-how.    Certain members of the consultant 

panel to be convened in 1970 will be asked to adviBe on preparation of new 

material for publication. 

Priority A 

Meetings Consultants 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

2 

6 

6 

setinge 

(ui?) 

3,000 

3,000 

issu 
150 

2,000 

2,000 

Directory of incentive measures in developing countries (13.02.03) 

38. The officials participating in the training programme on incentive 

policies recommended that UNIDO develop a directory of  incentive measure* 

covering all  developing' countries. 

39. In the preparation of this directory,  use  is being made of existing 

information collected by the United Mations and  other organizations.    The 

incentive laws and other documentation which UNIDO has collected enabled a 

start   to bo  made  in late 1969-     At  a second stage,   the  directory will be 

expanded  to   include  information  on  forme  of business  organisation in  each 

country,   atatistics  on available  marketo and brief  information  on existing 

induotn >s  established by foreign  investors.    Work will continue in 1970 with 

the aim of covering an many developing countries as possible  in the first 

isBue  of the directory which will  appear in mimeographed form  in 1970.    The 

directory will be enlarged,  up-dated and published in 1971. 

Priority A 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

3 1969 

1970 

1971 

6 

6 
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Machinery to   implement industrial policies (l3«03) 

40. Problems sometimes arise out  of the  conflicting interests  of various 

government organizations responsible for formulating and implementing indus- 

trial  policy measures.     In  this connexion  the  advantages and   disadvantages of 

a more  centralized decir, ion-ir.akihg procès   rhouìd   ne   investigated. 

Case studies   (13.O3.OI) 

41. Subject to availability of funds,   the machinery used to  implement indus- 

trial  plans and policies  in a number of selected countries will be examined 

in I97O.    This work will  be continued in 19711   and the results will be collected 

in a  report to be prepared for publication iu 1971« 

Priority B 

Staff Consultants 
(in m/m) (USt) 

1969 2 

1970 3 3,000 

1971 3 3,000 

Policies for regional co-operation in the field of industrial 
development and machinery needed to implement them  (.13«047 

Expert group meeting on policies for regional 
co-operation  in  the  field of industrial development   (13.O4.OI) 

.iL'.     A series of studies  was started in  1969 on existing schemes of regional 

co-operation among groups   of developing countries.    These studies will be 

con4 mued in 1970,  and the senior officers of some of these  organizations will 

be  invited to an expert  group meeting.     In addition to examining the various 

forms which co-operation has taken, the meeting will help to identify areas 

that  need to be examined in the future. 

43.    The report of the expert group meeting and oase studies of selected 

schemes will be submitted for publication in 1971» 

Priority A 

Staff Meeting« Consultants 
(in m/m) (US» (US» 

1969 2 
1970 6 5,500 1,500 

1971 3 
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INDUSTRIAL FINANCING 

44.    The proer.«  of activities in the   field of industrial   n«,,« - 

de=irnod to supplement «isti„e wo* in   t»i. flold <«r.-,.-.  on.   b.v     »old 

Ba^Croup,  reEio„al development ha„ks  Co..     I» cental, wii...   these crea- 

tions, »NIDO   is not a source of finance.     The proKra•,   • r  mü«  there- 

fore concentrai ce   on assists develop, n,: countries  -   '—ulat ,nK appropriate 

policio. a,d   in establishing and .tr^h^ing «„ir nat.o,»!   mstttu,o„s ,., 

„„MliM finance   for their  industrial development.    This pros•., wt      .., 
<+v, thP World Bank Group  and  the  regional arid implemented in  co-operation with the World mnx ur    y 

national development, banks. 

45.    »cueste   fer technical assistance  eh. that develop.n • -„•tri<s need 

advice i. four areas:    (a)   policies and   institutions needed   to »bili« 

eia! resources   for the industrial sector;    (h)   établissent and operation o, 

industrial financing .„sUtut.ons (e.g.   industrial development banks an    stock 

exchanges),    (c) ntoMU.ation of external  financial     and (d)   tratntn, ol 

officials. 

»ninnai policier  •*   ^.Htutions for  n,.among 
industrial development U3.UJJ 

46.    Thin project  ha, three components.     The  first  component  .-^   • "•   ;*v    ^u," 

lh, cowled,.'. -,   oxporionoo  and technique«  needed to   «IVL,,-  d,veU,K.       '" 

or   ,1(ll.....l.r.,i-n..nl and  operation of   institutions  for   industrial   tinano.,,. 

The second component consists of case   studies to identic   the police, and 

inatiiutionB   to mobili- and channel  financial resource..     The third co,, W. 

aims at using the case studies to train officials of developing countries. 

Institutions for industrial finance  ( 13.05-Ol) 

47     A start  was made in   1969   on the   development of prototype statutes and 

other related basic material needed for the incorporation of industrial finan- 

cing institutions  (ID/B/50, para. 44),   and this work will be completed xn 1970 

(ID/B/44,  Para.   388,  389).    An examination of the experience of certain coun- 

tries in operatine a capital market  and stock exchange will also be made  in 

1970 (ID/B/44,   Para.  390).    The aim  of this exercise  is   to advise developing 
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countries  on  the establishment  and operation of  similar   institutions.     In  the 

name year,  a meeting will  be  organized  for représentât ivei,  of   industrial 

financing  institutions   in developing and  industrialised  count rum  +0 dinou.u; 

posible  co-operation,   particularly   in  increasing  the  flow  of  financial 

rt ;;uui-ceH   to developing countries. 

/,'•',     In  1971,   the basic material  for establishing  índuetrial   fuiarnung  in-titu- 

; ionr  will  be reviewed  by consultants,  and  their  review will   Mubrequent 1 v  be 

putlr.-hed. 
Priority Â 

Staff Meetings Consultant« 

(in»/») ml                                 Wl 
X<»(..>                                 (> -                                            6,000 

1-*V0                              6 16,^)00                                  4,000 

V,7]                               6 -                                         VXX) 

r.-u-if   studies  of the policies and  inatituttonal  arrangienti 
foi   industrial financing in selected countries  (1 1.0^.02) 

A').    The  aim of these  caee  studies  IB to examine   the expérience  of countries 

it  di ff.T.-rit   staler»  of   industrial  development   in mobilizing finance  for the 

industri-.:   ¡sector.     Policies which promote  aavin/ni  within  the   industrial 

."•ctor   i'.-'lf will   be  examined.    The financial   inf rant rue ture will  be studied 

in detail.    The study  will   review  the  forms   in which  industrial  finance  10 

ijupti] \"d - long-term loans,   equity financing and short-term loans   • and  the 

1. ridirli' policier, of   the  institutions. 

•)0.    Subject   to availability of funds,  case studies will be made in 1970 of 

the policies and institutional arrangements used to promote the mobilization 

of domestic savings and to channel them into industry. 

*)1.    Ir. 1971,  additional case studies will be prepared and used for the train- 

ing programme of industrial financing described below (I3.O5.O3);    some of them 

will be submitted for publication. 
Priority A 

1969 

I97O 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

3 

3 

Consultants 
(USI) 

3,000 
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Priority B 

1969 

1970 

I97I 

Cunsultants 

(is«) 

i,000 

Traiiiinn program»! on  industrial   financing- (1Î.05.0Î) 
•fi/ 

.,,  ,„ Uece„ber 1*».   -' .artiopants from develop,,« .«miri., attended a» 

it,u„.„(.,or,l ma,»,»,: ,cm,n,r, held in «<»e, which .ordered the industria! 

fl„a„c,„, and other poUey Pr.bl«n of manufacture enterprise, in lb. pu.,1,. 

»,,,„, (in/B/,0, para. .:«,  ID/brtO, para. 45). The experience of fifteen 

d,v..l„p,n, countries and o, industrially advanced countries, including those 

„Uh centrally-Planned economies, were studied. A report on this train,ng 

segnar, alo„K with «« studies of a niMb.r of developing and industrialised 

.,•tpinn. »ill he published in Wl. Subject to availability of 

second ,M„n,r »ill -• or.anUed to exa,,„e the spe.ia! aspects and problem 

of publi. .»..W»W ...terpri... identified in the 1969 segnar (lD,B/44, 

para. 3Ö3, 384). 

.,  A. ,,P,,i,,nal •mn, ,<,u,ar on industrial financio« will be organized 

•„V-!. The sminar «ill consider the relation^ between policies of ,-dus- 

trial"financing and oth^r -edit policiee, the invitational arráncente 

Paired for industrial finanoinfi and their place in the banking eyste., 

special features of industrial long-term lending, and the organization and 

lending policies of industrial financing institutions. 

Priority A 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

6 

8 

8 

Meetings 

25,000^/ 

25,01 

Consultants 

fug») 
5,400*/ 

a/  UNDP/TA funds. 
*/  Including $1,000 from the General Trust Fund of UNIDO. 

6/  This activity is also reported under Operational Activities (UNDP/TA 

approved project, INT-68-5) P- 11. 
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Priority B 

Meetings 
(usti 

1969 

1970 

1971 

36 ,000a/ 

a/      UNDP/TA funds. 

Industrial financing at the project level   (13.06) 

i)4.    There is a need  to train officials  in developing countries in techniques 

of   financial analysis and planning.     Such training should  include a review of 

the techniques of financial analysis and planning,   capital budgeting and finan- 

cial reporting.     The project has two components:    organization of training 

workshops and development of case studies. 

Wirkshops  on financial planning and analysis techniques 
for industrial projects (13.06.01)1/ 

YJ.     In 1 •>''),   following the I968 regional workshop  in the Regional Co-operation 

for P-v  'ui-monl   (ROD)   countries -   Iran,   Turkey and Pakistan  -•  two similar work- 

shops; were organized   for  the Rast  African countries  ;md   l'or the West African 

wwrlish-spenkinff countries (¡T)/B/26,  para.  232,   :.'33).     In 1970,  similar regional 

workshopn .ire planned   in Asia and   the  Par test  (ID/B/44,   para.   3«%  386). 

f>6.     In 1971,   the workshops will be  organized at the country level.    The pro- 

ramme of each workshop will be developed in consultation with the requesting 

government and  the national  institutions concerned.     The contribution of UNIDO 

will consist of organizing the course and supplying  instructors.    Part of the 

course will be based on case studies of selected industrial entarprises located 

in the country. 
Priority A 

1969 
I97O 

1971 

Staff 
Un m/m) 

6 
6 
6 

Meet i etingB 

20,000» 

15»25ua7 

Consultants 

5,000 

a/     UNDP/TA funds. 

2/     This activity is also reported under Operational Activities (UNDP/TA 
approved project,  Regional APR-69-l) P« 9« 
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Case studies of the application of financial 
analysis and planning techniques (13.06.02; 

57.  In 1969, preparatory work was initiated to develop case studies in forms 

that could serve as operational guides for the utilization of financial 

resources at the project level (ID/B/26, para. 233). This work will continue 

in 1970 and 1971 to supplement the teaching materials used in the workshops 

ia previous years. Selected studies will be submitted for publication. 

Priority A 

1969 

197Q 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

3 

3 

3 

Consultants 
(USI) 

¿,poo 

Priority B 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Consultants 
(USI) 

2,500 

Training workshop on industrial banking techniques (13.06.03) 

58. There is a need to develop the skills required to evaluate applications 

for financing industrial projects and to develop procedures for following up 

the use of loans. 

59. In 1969, a start was made on collecting case studies and other material 

for a workshop on this subject, and an interregional workshop will be organized 

in 1970 (lD/B/44, Para. 362); a similar workshop is planned for 1971. 

Priority A 

Staff "   1X~~"1 

(in m/m) 

1969 2 

1970 6 

1971 6 

Meetings 
(USI) 

18,000» 

18,000^/ 

Consultants 

(2§|) 

a/  UNDP/TA funds. 
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External  financing for industrial projects (13.O7) 

60. A programme of work has been  formulated to help  developing countries to 

obtain external financing for   specific   industrial projects.    The present 

project has two components:     publication of an up-to-date directory of external 

sources  of finance and the development  of prototype texts  lor joint-venture 

and other financing agreements. 

Directory of external  sources of financing (13.O7.OI) 

61. In I969,   a first version of this directory was  issued and circulated 

(ID/B/50,  para.  43).     It contains practical information on terms and conditions, 

procedure and other information on some 130 sources  of external financing in 

industrialized countries.     This version was in high demand by experts,   invest- 

ment promotion centres,  government agencies,   industrial firms and industrial 

financing institutions.    The final version will be printed and issued for 

general distribution in 1970 (IJ)/B/44,   para.   392) and will be updated in 1971. 

Priority A 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

6 

4 

4 

Joint-venture and external financing agreements (13.07.02) 

62.    The Athens Symposium recommended that UNIDO formulate prototype agreements 

which might be used for bilateral and multilateral negotiations.    The prototype 

agreements will contain notes on the following subjects:     equity participation 

of foreign and local  interestn;     management  control  and composition of boards 

of directors;     arrangements for licensing of technical know-how;     arrangements 

for training local  staff and labour;  policies to be followed in the distribu- 

tion of profits;    and possible restrictions on marketing of the firm's products 

in third countries.     The aim is to help promoters of a project  in a developing 

country to obtain the best terms and conditions and to assist the party con- 

cerned in negotiating and drafting joint-venture agreements which would protect 

their financial and commercial  interests. 
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63.    Twenty case studies  of existinr joint-venture agreements were prspared 

in 1969 (ID/P/26,  para.   229).    A start was made on developing an annotated 

text  of prototype agreements in certain branchée  of industry.    These prototype 

agreements will be completed in 1970 (IB/B/44,  Para. 405)  and a set  of selected 

protypes of joint-venture agreements will be published ir  1971. 
Priority A 

1969 

1970 

I97I 

3taff 
(in m/m) 

6 

6 

6 

Consultants 

3,000 

3,000 

INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT PROMOTION 

64.    A survey of industrial development possibilities of a country and the 

evaluation,   elaboration and presentation of bankable projects should be 

followed by a promotion  of investment  in these projects.     In most of the 

developing countries,  there arc  economically and technically viable  industrial 

projects.    In order to transform them into  operating enterprises, a promotion 

drive is needed to interest domestic and foreign sources  of financing.    Two 

important points should be mentioned.    Promotion is generally treated at  the 

global level  rather than at the level of the project,  and the lack of facili- 

ties  to promote investment in industries in developing countries is  often 

overlooked. 

65.    For these reasons,  UNIDO has developed a programme  of assistance to 

r.-ornóte investment at project level.    Under this programme, UNIDO renders 

assistance  in:     (a)  establishing new investment promotion machinery or improv- 

ing the operations of  the existing machinery     (b) training of nationals  in tech- 

niques of investment   promotion;     and (c)  promoting industrial projects through 

establishing at UNIDO headquarters a portfolio of projects and organizing from 

time to time promotion meetings to bring interested parties together. 

National inv^tment promotion machinery (13.08) 

66.    An increasing number of developing countries are requesting the assistance 

of UNIDO in this  field.    The number of experts provided in this area increased 

fruii two in 1968 to five in I969 and is expected to reach ten in 1970 and 
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about  ?0   in 1971.    Headquarters staff will  be involved  in  1971  in identifying, 

on the  npot,   the needc of developing countries for such assistance and  in 

formulating programmes  for this  assistance. 

67. To  support these field operations,  this project aims at developing 

material  needed for the establishment  of investment promotion machinery or 

improvement of existing machinery and focuses on the training of nationals. 

Establishment and operation of national investment 
promotion machinery  (l3.08.Ol) 

68. Work has started at headquarters to develop a number of prototype statutes, 

in 1969,   statutes of a number of existing investment promotion centres were 

collected and compiled,  and an outline was prepared for the drafting of proto- 

types (ID/3/50, para. 46).    The drafting work will be completed in 1970 

(ID/B/44,  para.  397).    The final draft text will b    submitted in 1971  to 

experts,  prior to its publication —   reference material.    The text will 

describe the functions,  organization and methods of operation of such centres. 

Priority A 

1969 

197O 

1971 

Staff 

(in lB/m) 

3 

1 

4 

Meetings 

2,000 

Consultants 

1,500 

2,000 

Training programmes in techniques of investment promotion (13.08.02) 

69. The topics of these programmes include such subjects as how to   identify 

investment opportunities;    problems of development of domestic entrepreneurshipi 

and techniques of approaching a prospective investor.    The programmes consist 

of lectures, discussions,  field trips and on-the-job training in capital- 

exDorting countries. 

70. The  first programme was arranged in co-operation with UNITAR in I968 for 

participants from Engl i sh-e peaking countries.    In 1969»   "two more programmes 

were conducted for participants from Spanish-speaking and French-speaking 

countries  (ID/B/50,  para.   51  to 53).     In view of the interest shown  in these 

programmes,   it was suggested that they be continued on  an annual basis.    Thus 

two training programmes are planned for implementation  in 1970 (ID/B/44, 

para.   396) and two in 1971. 
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Priority A 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

12 

Meetings 

58,000^ 

20,000^ 

20,000^ 

Consultants 
(U5t) 

Since a/      The programme  for participants from Spanish-speaking countries 
J      arrangement, were concluded  in 1968,  the  project was  financed under the 

1968 UNIDO Regular Programme (118,630).     The programme lor participants 
from French-speaking countries  is also  reported under Operational 
Activities  (Regular Programme approved project, RP-13-149;    *39,3ÍUj. 

b/      UNDP/TA funds. 

Promotion of specific industrial  projects (13.09) 

71.    The direct assistance provided by UNIDO headquarters  in promoting rejects 

requiring foreign financing or know-how is designed to supplement the promo- 

tional activities  of the developing countries themselves.    This service is  of 

particular value to countries  that have not yet  established their own machinery, 

and   even   countries that have such offices have found it use fol  to use the 

contacts developed by UNIDO in both market  and centrally-planned economies  for 

the promotion of some of their projects.     The assistance of UNIDO may take  the 

following forms: 

(a) Financing either in the form of long-term loans or export  credits. 
""     This type of promotion provides financing for both private and 

public projects,  and is also suitable for capital-exporting countries 
whose policy favours financing through credits rather than direct 
investment ; 

(b) Joint-venture enterprises; 

(c) Direct foreign investment. 

72.    The assistance rendered by UNIDO consists of: 

(a) Collection of information on the industrial project; 

(b) Analysis of the information and preparation of reports on each 
"     project to enable the prospective  investor to make a decision; 
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(c) Location of appropriate sources of financing and submission of the 
*— project to the prospective investor; 

(d) Assistance in the initiation of a dialogue between the two interested 
~ parties, if such assistance is requested. 

73. This programme of action is implemented by establishing a portfolio of 

project reports and by organizing meetings to provide a market place for 

promotion. 

Portfolio of industrial projects (13.O9.OI) 

74. The portfolio is a bank of project information contributed by developing 

countries seeking external financing. UNIDO studies the information and pre- 

pares a report which is brought to the attention of the appropriate sources 

of financing.  The selection of these sources is facilitated by a network, 

established by UNIDO, which includes international commercial banks, inter- 

national investment banks, chambers of commerce and associations of industries. 

UNIDO assists the interested parties in establishing contacts and aidb in 

organizing face-to-face meetings between the interested parties. 

75. The projects presented in the three promotion meetings held so far - 

Vienna (1968), Tunis (1969) and Rabat (1969) - fo•ed the nucleus of the 

portfolio (ID/B/50, para. 47).  Other projects have been added since then.  By 

the end of I969, some ?,00 projects from about 35 developing countries in Africa, 

Asia and Latin America had been entered in the portfolio;  about half of these 

projects received UNIDO assistance for promotion. 

76. In I97O, it is anticipated that new projects will be forthcoming, and 

their number may reach approximately 450.  Facilities will have to be ex- 

panded to meet this increased volume of requested assistance (ID/B/44, 

para. 403).  After preliminary screening, each project will be written up in 

a condensed form, suitable for presentation. The index of potential sources 

of finance, management and technical know-how will be continuously updated. 

77. In I97I, a permanent unit will be established for promotion of projects 

submitted by developing countries, and efforts will be made to improve the 

services by visi'03 to developing countries and to business and financial 

establishments in developed countries. 
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Priority A 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

17 

30 

42 

Consultants 

8,000 

5,000 

78. If additional resources are available at the time, it will be possible to 

meet the expansion in the portfolio and to promote the projects submitted by 

developing countries to UNIDO. This wou?d call for the following requirements: 

Priority B 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

I97O 

I97I 

18 

30 

Organization of markets to promote industrial projects (I3.O9.O2) 

79. In order to give greater opportunities to individual enterprises and 

institutions from both developing and industrialized countries to develop their 

contacts, UNIDO supplements the permanent activity described above by the 

organization,  on a regular basis,  of meetings that provide a market place for 

the demand and supply of financial resources,  investment,  proposals and 

kr.ow-how. 

80. As preparatory work,  described above,   is necessary,  participation in the 

meetings is limited  to   sources of financing that have expressed interest. 

The meetings do not consist of round table discussions but are devoted to 

bilateral private conversations, programmed in advance,   in order to safeguard 

the confidential nature of the discussion. 

81. Following the organization,  on an experimental basis,  of a meeting in 

Vienna in September I968,  the first national meeting was  organized in Tunis 

at the request  of the Tunisian   Government  in 1969 •    It   provided Tunisian 

sponsors, private and public,   of 30 industrial projects with an opportunity 

to initiate contacts with 65 financiers and investors from sixteen industrial- 

ized countries (both market and centrally-planned economies).    Six months after 
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the meeting,   an official Tunisian source announced that the contacts initiated 

there yielded concrete results leading to the implementation of six projects. 

Follow-up action is carried out through  the portfolio,  described above 

(13.O9.OI). 

82.    A regional promotion meeting for African countries was  organized in Rabat 

in October 1969, in co-operation with ECA and the African Development Bank 

(ID/B/50,  para. 48).    At  this meeting,   160 industrial projects submitted by 

24 African countries were discussed by 175 participants from 20 industrialized 

countries.    Among the participants were  representatives of 118 industrial 

firms,   22 banks and other financial institutions,  five international organiza- 

tions and ten observers from chambers of commerce and industrial federations. 

Participants  on both sides have expressed their satisfaction with this meeting. 

Although it   is too early to evaluate the results,  it  is clear that this tech- 

nique  of promotion proved its usefulness by bringing forward projects and by 

stimulating the interest  of business and financial circles from the industrially- 

advanced countries.     It creates for the  developing countries a co-operative 

market  that  enables them to find financing sources at favourable terms. 

83. At  the request  of the participating countries and enterprises from indus- 

trialized countries,   the regional African meeting will be repeated in 1970. 

The three sponsoring organizations (ECA,   the African Development  Bank and 

UNIDO)  urged that the meeting be repeated regularly (ID/B/44,  para.  401,  402). 

A similar promotion meeting will be organized for Asian countries,   in co- 

operation with BCAFE and the Asim Development Bank.     It will be held in Tokyo 

in September 1970 in connexion with the Second Asian Conference on 

Industrialisation. 

84. The African and Asian meetings will be repeated in 1971.    A third meeting 

will be organised in that year for Latin American countries,  in co-operation 

with ECLA and tne Inter-American Development Bank.    These meetings will then 

be repeated on a regular basis,  and the projects promoted through these meetings 

will be followed up by the  investment  promotion unit at UNIDO headquarters. 

85. A number of developing countries have requested the assistance of UNIDO 

in organizing national financing and investment promotion meetings.    These 

requests will be considered in the light of the available resources. 
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Priority A 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

16 

¿4 

73 

Meetings 
(USI) 

15,000a/ 

45,000^/ 

45,000^ 

Consultants 
("SI) 

5,000 

8,000 

5,000 

1      15,000 from the Regular Budget;    $5,000 financed by BCA;    and $5,000 
financed by the African Development Bank. 

Prom extrabudgetary sources including $30,000 from the budget  of the 
Asian Conference on Industrialization. 

ç/      From extrabudgetary soirees. 

86.    The first Asian meeting in 1970 can be  organized only if resources are 

made available.     In order to hold the first Latin American meeting in 1971, 

in addition to repeating the Asian and African meeting,  the following require- 

ments would have to be met: 

Priority B 

1969 

197O 

1971 

Staff 
(in m/m) 

38 

19 

Floating display for investment and export promotion (l3»10) 

87. Preliminary studies made  in 1969 indicated that a group of developing 

countries might be interested in renting a ship on which they could establish 

displays designed to promote  foreign investment and exports of their manufac- 

tured goods.    UNIDO sponsors the organization of this project  on the under- 

standing that  it    will   be self-financing from rental payments made by the 

developing countries that were allocated display space on the ship. 

88. Early in I969,  a letter was sent to developing countries to ascertain 

their interest   in the project,  and fourteen countries indicated that they 

would welcome  its implementation.    As a result,   detailed offers were sent to 

these countries by mid-1969 with a request  to make a firm commitment to rent 
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a display stand on the ship. It was suggested that a ship be hired for three 

months and that it should call at the following ten ports: Gothenburg, Oslo, 

London, Le Havre, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Hamburg, Copenhagen, Leningrad and 

Gdynia. A cost plan was prepared on the basis of offers from nine shipping 

companies and six display organizers (ID/B/50, para. 55). 

89. As soon as a minimum of ten countries agree to participate and contribute 

their share of the finances, the project will be implemented (in 1970 or 1971)- 
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PRINTED PUBLICATIONS 

I97O publications programme 

ID/WO.35/32 Report of investment promotion 
conference for Tunisian industry 
(Tunis, May I969) 

Directory of external sources of 
financing available for industrial 
projects in developing countries 

Forecast of 1971 publications programme 

Report: Meeting to promote specific industrial 
projects (Rabat, October I969) 

Prototypes of statutes for the establishment and 
operation of investment promotion centres 

Report: Seminar on financial aspects of manu- 
facturing enterprises (Rome, December 1969) 

Report and proceedings: Interregional seminar on 
incentive policies for industrial development 
(Vienna, March 1969) 

Directory on investment conditions in selected 
developing countries and updating 

Technical assistance in the field of industrial 
policies 

Country studies: Incentive policies for industrial 
development 

Manual on industrial policies: No. 1 - Incentive 
policies and measures 

Prototype statutes for establishment and operation 
of industrial finance institutions 

Indicative prototypes of international joint ven- 
ture agreements 

Languages Cost 
(w¥) 

E F 

E F 

5,600 

E F S 

E 

E F 3 

B F S 

E F S 

B F S 

E F S 

E F 

E F 

E F 

24,300 

Note: In the computation of the printing costs a standard formula was applied 
based on averaging the cost of printing inside UMIDO and by an outside 
firm. The standard formula is used to provide for comparability of the 
cost of printing. 
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Table 5 

Expenditures for supporting activities in 1969^ 

Project 
components UHI00 Regular Budge* UWJP/ÎA 

UNIOO General 

Trust Fund Total ìf 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5Ì (6) (?) 

Staff Meetings 
Consul- 
tants 

Publica- 
tlons 

i 

y?i,. m . y?i OSI USI OSI 

13-01-01 

13-01-02 3 - 5,100 - • 5,100 

13-02-01 4 - - 31,000 • 31,000 

13-02-02 2 - 150 - - 150 

13-024)3 3 - - - - - 

13-03-01 2 - - • • • 

13-04-01 2 - - - - * 

13-05-01 6 - 6,000 - - 6,000 

13-05-03 6 - 4,400 25,000 1,000 30,400 

13-06-01 6 - 5,000 15,250 - 20,250 

13-06-02 3 - - - • 

13-06-03 2 • - • • 

13-07-01 6 - - - - 

1-07-02 6 - - - - 

13-084)1 3 • - - - 

13-08-02 12 39,370*^ - - 39,370 

13-09-01 17 - - - - 

13-094)2 16 15,000 H 5,000 - - 20,000 

Total 100 54.37ÍF 25,650 
•* 

71,250 1.000 152,270 

a/  Expenditures have been calculated on the basis of actual expenditures up 
to 30 September 1969» projected to the end of the year. 

b/ The totals in column 7 do not include the cost of publications. Thus the 
total of the items in this column does not correspond to the last line of 
the column. 

c/  Prom the Regular Programme. 

d/  $5,000 from Regular Budget, $10,000 from ertrabudgetary sources. 

e/  Only $5,000 from Regular Budget. 
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Project 
components 

Priority A 

13-01-01 
13-01-02 
13-02-01 
13-02-02 
134)2433 
13-044)1 
13-054)1 
134)54)2 
13-05-03 
13-064)1 
13-06-02 
134)64)3 
13-074)1 
13-074)2 
13-084)1 
13-084)2 
13-094)1 
134)9-02 

Total 

Priority B 

134)14)2 
134)24)1 
134)34)1 
134)54)2 
134)54)3 
134)64)2 
134)9-01 
13-094)2 

Table 6 

LlLll2l:,   ^r^,„^  for supporting activities  in 1?19. 

UNIDO Ragular Budget UNDP/IA 

U) 

Staff 

_•/» 

3 
9 

6 
6 
6 
6 
3 
8 
6 
3 
6 

6 
1 
6 

30 
34 

147 

18 
38 

f i\ 

Meetings 

3,000 

5,500 
16,500 

45,000^ 

70,000s' 

(3) 
Consul- 
tants 

.»St.. 

2,500 

2,500 

2,000 

1,500 
4,000 

3,000 
1,500 

8,000 
8,000 

33,000 

2,500 
3,000 
3,000 
2.000 

2,500 

13,000 

UNIDO General 
Trust Fund T   *   li/ Total 

;7) 

2,500 
26,500 

5,000 

7,000 
20,500 

20,000 

18,000 

3,000 
1,500 

20,000 
8,000 

53,000 

90,600 

2,500 
3,000 
3,000 
2,000 

36,000 
2,500 

49,000 

2/ 
Th, totals  in column 7 do not include the cost of publications.    Tfau. 
ihr total of the  items  in this column does not correspond to the last 

; :'!,.  of the column. 

Prom fc>trabudpetary source-?. 

Only $25,000 from the Regular Budget. 
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Pro je c t 
conponents 

Priori ty A 

13-01-01 

13-01-02 

13-02-01 

13-02-02 

13-02-03 

13-04-01 

, : -05-01 

13-05-02 

13-05-03 

13-06-01 

13-06-02 

13-06-03 

13-07-01 

13-07-02 

13-08-01 

13-08-02 

13-09-01 

13-09-02 

Total 

Priority B 

13-03-01 

13-09-01 

13-09-02 

Table 7 

Estimated expenditures for supporting activities in 1; 

(1) 

Staff 

»/» 

3 

3 

9 

6 

6 

3 

6 

3 

8 

6 

3 

6 

4 

6 

4 

6 

42 

73 

197 

3 

30 

19 

Total       rj2 

UNIDO Regular Budget 

(2) 

Meetings 

3,000 

2,000 

45,00(F 

so,ooos/ 

3,000 

3,000 

2,000 

3,000 

3,000 

2,500 

3,000 

2,000 

5,000 

5,000 

31,500 

3,000 

3,000 

IW0P/TA 

UNtOO Gen*ra1 
Trust Fund 

(4) 
Publica- 

tions 
USI 

25,000 

25,000 

20,000 

18,000 

24,300 

2ü,000 

108,000 

(6' 

•RIMH 

lotal .il' 

Jul— 

1,000 

28,000 

5,000 

3,000 

3,000 

25,000 

20,000 

2,500 

18,000 

3,000 

4,000 

20,000 

5,000 

50,000 

213,800 

3,000 

3,000 

The totals in column 7 do not  include the cost of publications.    Thus the 
total of the items  in this column doeB not correspond to the last line of 

the column. 
Prom extrabudgetary sources. 

c/      Only t5|0OO from the Regular Programme. 

a/ 






